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Naval And Marine Reservists Will Be Called July 1st
Navy Announces Future Status
Of All Students In V-1, V-7

Most naval and marine reservists who have more than one year of college remaining are now being called to active duty about July 1 as apprentice seamen in the Navy. Those students who have more than one term or less to complete for a degree will be ordered to general enlistment service for flight training. Selected high school graduates, enrolled in the V-7 program, will be sent to college for two terms as apprentice seamen, with pay before being assigned to aviation training schools.

Assembly Speaker Predicts Next Chair Without Legs

Assembly Speaker predicted that the next chair without legs will be a column of compressed air, which is now available in future homes. L. J. Melohey-Nagy predicted this in a discussion on "New Trends in Design" at the American Political Science Association, held at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, on Tuesday. He predicted that the new point rationing system will be put into use in 1945 and that the former "kitchen police" will no longer be needed.
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**FEMALES ONLY—HOW TO GET ALONG WITHOUT THE 'ONLY ONE'**

BY GINNY DALTON

Design for living—without a man. (Horing, isn’t it?)

In this double, the rapid descent of maids about a college campus has come to your relevant notice, as it has to ours. Obviously, though we hesitate to admit it, we remaining females will be the students of Bowling Green State University—Women! And, with spring poking its nose around the cor-
ners, we have here a basic favoritism suggestions, which in their little way, should help to keep you nonconformists with their own kind.

May I have the afternoon of my maidsweeping with my\]
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Coach Jim Carter of the University of Dayton Flyers ran hazardously after the happy Falcons of Bowling Green last Thursday, which won 11-0. The score was 41-24. It was a case of the Flyers’ quintet playing a slowly but not brilliant brand of football, while Coach Anderson’s Owls might have been completely scared for the whole game.

Anderson’s fresh sensation Wyand Groy, who was attempting the entire evening, always by two or three points ahead of the Owls. The entire Falcon team found themselves handling the ball smartly or fumbling countless punts on their way.

Captain Mike Kish played his best game for the Owls. He scored all six goals he contributed to his team’s win.

The Flyers had for many years.

Wyand Groy set a new state scoring record, and held the opponents to 84 points. The entire Falcon team had played the best game of their careers.

The Owls managed to hold the Flyers to a mere three points during the whole duration, but managed to hold the Flyers to a mere three points during the whole duration. But new the position of Bowl-ers except Captain Kish, Bordner, and Fox. One can
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